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 VistaFax Packing/Unpacking Instructions

Before using the machine the rubber protection strips must be removed and the transport locks loosened. 
The following MUST be performed BEFORE using of the roller will jam and burn if the machine is used.

Rubber Roller Locking Wheel

1. Open the lid of the machine - you do not need to remove the outer casing. 

2. The turn Transport Locks (labelled below as Rubber Wheel Locking Wheel) the left to loosen  - they do not need to be 

fully removed for us, just loose so as the rubber roller can be moved for the next procedure.

Remove Rubber Protection Strips

3. Push the Glass Roller backwards and remove the rubber protection strips.

The following procedures must be performed before any transport to ensure the Glass Roller does not vi-
brate or hit the Nylon Guides and crack or smash.

Insert Rubber Protection Strips

1. Open the lid of the machine - you do not need to remove the outer casing.

2. Using 2-3mm thick rubber strips [wider then 10mm], push the Glass Roller away from the Nylon Guides and insert the 

rubber protection strips.

3. Ensure the strips cover both top and bottom nylon guide and are cover the entire width.

Rubber Roller Locking Wheel

Perform the above step prior to locking the wheel as this will stop the glass roller from moving. If this step is done prior to in-

serting the rubber protective strips you are at high risk of cracking the Glass Roller then trying to create a gap for the strips.

1. Turn the wheel clockwise until it tightens against the case and the roller can not move.

2. Lock the wheel on the other side of the machine.

Unpacking Instructions
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